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The Principles of Librarianship 1981 the principles outlined application of the principles
So You Want To Be a Librarian 2014-05-14 provides information about librarianship as a career including types of libraries types of jobs within libraries
professional issues and educational requirements provided by publisher
Introduction to Librarianship 1968 the purpose of introduction to librarianship is to set forth some of the most fundamental elements of librarianship in
sufficient detail to help the student acquire a foundation of historical background an understanding of major library objectives services and needs and
an appreciation of librarianship as a profession and a career which will prepare him for an support the complex and specialized concepts and problems
with which he will deal in later courses studies and investigations
Humanism and Libraries 2009 andr cossette s humanism and libraries is a concise but rigorous investigation into the foundations of librarianship its
definition and its aims philosophical and logical in its approach it is intended to provide solid ground and unity for professional practice though the
work was originally published in french in 1976 in quebec by asted library juice press has found it to have enduring relevance and value and has
therefore made this english translation the book includes a preface that makes the case for reading a work from the 1970s on library philosophy and a set
of questions for reflection following the text
Library Collection Development for Professional Programs: Trends and Best Practices 2012-07-31 collection development the process used by librarians to
choose items for a particular library or section of a library can be time consuming and difficult due to the many factors that must be taken into
consideration library collection development for professional programs trends and best practices addresses the challenging task of collection development
in modern academic libraries which is largely learned on the job this publication contains practical advice and innovative strategies essential for
current collection development librarians and future librarians seeking guidance in this complex position
The Image and Role of the Librarian 2003-06-27 get a unique insight into the image problems librarians face the image and role of the librarian addresses
all aspects of professional identity for librarians including professional roles cultural images popular perceptions and future trends the book examines
historical representations stereotypes and popular culture icons and the role each plays in the relationship between librarian and patron the book also
looks at the profound impact the internet has had on the services librarians provide and how electronic resources have transformed the roles and
responsibilities of librarians from the editors there seems to be no profession as preoccupied with self examination as that of librarianship while some
of it may stem from an identity crisis the refrain heard over and over is startlingly similar to rodney dangerfield s i don t get no respect this seems
to be true of all types of librarians from public librarians who often rightly complain of being treated like servants by the patrons they serve to the
academic librarians who are always trying to establish their faculty ness to the teaching professors topics addressed in the image and role of the
librarian include public student and faculty perceptions of librarians cinematic portrayals of librarians images of librarians in comic books librarians
in children s literature male librarian stereotypes know it all librarians changing roles for specialty librarians generation x and the future of
librarianship and much more a unique examination of professional roles and responsibilities patron expectations and perceptions the image and role of the
librarian brings clarity and recognition to the services and functions librarians provide in their day to day work
Historical Dictionary of Librarianship 2014-05-08 although the history of librarianship as an organized profession dates only as far back as the mid 19th
century the history of libraries is much older and people have been engaged in pursuits that we recognize as librarianship for many thousands of years
this book traces librarianship from its origins in ancient times through its development in response to the need to control the flood of information in
the modern world to the profound transformations brought about by the new technologies of the late 20th and early 21st centuries the historical
dictionary of librarianship focuses on librarianship as a modern organized profession emphasizing the period beginning in the mid 19th century author
mary ellen quinn relates the history of this profession through a chronology an introductory essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on important personalities libraries around the world and notable organizations and associations
this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about librarianship
Guidance for Librarians Transitioning to a New Environment 2020-10-13 guidance for librarians transitioning to a new environment offers practical advice
for those hoping to transition into a different type or size of institution written by librarians who have successfully navigated such changes the book
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encourages consideration of unexplored opportunities drawing on the authors own experiences as well as surveys and interviews conducted with those
working in different types of libraries the book will provide librarians with a fi eld guide for surviving and thriving in their new environment it will
do so by making suggestions for how librarians can orient themselves to their new library add context to their cv or résumé get started with presenting
and publishing and manage culture shock and emotions each chapter will also provide the opportunity for the librarian to refl ect on relevant aspects of
their own situation and move forward with the help of action items guidance for librarians transitioning to a new environment is essential reading for
librarians who are considering or in the process of making a career move as well as those working on career planning the book will also be helpful for
library science school faculty and career counselors who are advising current students and library managers who want to help their new hires transition
in the most effective way
The Librarian's Companion 1996-10-30 the first edition of this work which was included in eugene sheehy s guide to reference books 10th ed became an
indispensable snapshot of the state of librarianship and publishing around the world this revised edition an update and expansion of the original volume
offers almost 1 000 entries compared to the 644 entries of the first edition included are entries detailing the book trade in individual countries
biographical profiles quotations about books and librarianship and representations of book people in fiction and postage stamps this revised edition also
provides much new information on topics such as latin terminology job search strategies and awards and grants the heart of the volume is an alphabetical
listing of countries from around the world each entry provides valuable data about the political and economic condition of the country illiteracy rate
and ratio of library holdings to inhabitants more specific information is then provided about the number of libraries and their holdings the number of
publishers and the number of books and newspapers published per year libraries of special note are indicated the rest of the volume contains fascinating
information on quotations about books and librarians biographical sketches of book people and representations of book related topics in creative works
this new edition also provides a guide to latin terms used in the book world information on job search strategies for librarians library awards and
grants and helpful advice for librarians and supervisors
Theories and Principles of Librarianship 1997 the international federation of library associations and institutions ifla is the leading international
body representing the interests of library and information services and their users it is the global voice of the information profession the series ifla
publications deals with many of the means through which libraries information centres and information professionals worldwide can formulate their goals
exert their influence as a group protect their interests and find solutions to global problems
The Image of the Library and Information Profession 2011-12-07 when you picture a librarian what do you imagine an old white woman with glasses and a
prudish disposition that is the image that many people conjure up when asked to picture a librarian with 82 per cent of the professional force being
female and the average age of a librarian at 45 coupled with popular stereotypical images it is difficult to dispute the perceptions but there is more to
librarians than meets the eye this book will explore the origin of the image and popular media images of the librarian in addition to the effects of the
stereotype and the challenges to the perception of librarians today provides contemporary examples from popular culture chapters are supported by quotes
images and personal reflections presents a study which offers authenticity
A Philosophy of Librarianship 1949 librarianship is both an art and a science librarians study the science of information and how to work with clients to
help them find solutions to their information needs they also learn quickly that there is an art to working with people to finding the answers to tough
questions using the resources available and knowing which information resources to use to find the information being sought in short order but what
technical skills do librarians need to be successful in the future how can library managers best develop their staffs for success developing librarian
competencies for the digital age explores questions such as what is the composition of a modern library collection will that collection look different in
the future what are the information sources and how do we manage those what are the technical skills needed for a 21st century librarian how will
reference services change and adapt to embrace new ways to interact with library patrons or clients what kinds of library skills are needed for the
librarian of today to grow and thrive now and into the future how will service models change to existing clients and how will the model change going into
the future of librarianship what kinds of budgeting challenges are there for libraries and the administrators who oversee these libraries what do the
library professional organizations see as the core skills needed for new graduates and those practicing in the profession going into the future in
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answering those questions the book identifies specific digital skills needed for success ways of developing those skills and ways of assessing them
Not Your Ordinary Librarian 2012-03-19 the library profession has changed rapidly in the wake of advanced technologies once regarded as the gatekeepers
of information found in books today s library professionals are shifting from a traditional center of attention to a new focus on all areas of
information studies technology and professional identify of librarians the making of the cybrarian brings into focus both the positive and negative
aspects that technology places on the professional identity of librarians highlighting the new methods involved in data management communication and
library information education and research this book is a necessary means for librarians students and researchers to obtain an up to date understanding
of what it means to maintain relevancy in the information age
Developing Librarian Competencies for the Digital Age 2016-11-29 at the heart of any discussion about the future of libraries is the future of librarians
and how well our instructional programs especially the master of library science mls degree prepare them for their careers this book continues the
critical conversations around preparing future librarians
Technology and Professional Identity of Librarians: The Making of the Cybrarian 2013-11-30 since the 1950s some of the greatest libraries have dismantled
much of their collections of original bound newspapers and books replacing them with microfilmed copies in this work the real motives behind the
dismantling of our heritage is examined
Re-envisioning the MLS 2018-04-13 a collection of scholarly essays on the role of psychology in libraries and library work
Certification of Librarians 1942 edmund lester pearson s the librarian at play is a lovely piece that presents a comical perspective on the life of
libraries through a series of anecdotes involving librarians and visitors the work includes depictions of the implementation of telephone reference
experiences at a branch library and a unique tour of hell in which individuals are categorized according to genealogy inquiries posed to librarians these
individual columns are works of fiction that embody the essence of librarians and their profession
Double Fold 2002 how librarians can be radical positive change agents in their communities dedicated to learning and making a difference this book offers
a guide for librarians who see their profession as a chance to make a positive difference in their communities librarians who recognize that it is no
longer enough to stand behind a desk waiting to serve r david lankes author of the atlas of new librarianship reminds librarians of their mission to
improve society by facilitating knowledge creation in their communities in this book he provides tools arguments resources and ideas for fulfilling this
mission librarians will be prepared to become radical positive change agents in their communities and other readers will learn to understand libraries in
a new way the librarians of ferguson missouri famously became positive change agents in august 2014 when they opened library doors when schools were
closed because of civil unrest after the shooting of an unarmed teen by police working with other local organizations they provided children and their
parents a space for learning lunch and peace but other libraries serve other communities students faculty scholars law firms in other ways all libraries
are about community writes lankes that is just librarianship in concise chapters lankes addresses the mission of libraries and explains what constitutes
a library he offers practical advice for librarian training provides teaching notes for each chapter and answers frequently argued questions about the
new librarianship
The End of Libraries 1982 understand better how the role of er librarian has changed through the years the advent of online information has not only
changed tremendously the way that resources are stored and accessed but has caused the evolution of the library and information science profession itself
electronic resources librarianship and management of digital information emerging professional roles takes a comprehensive look at the position of
electronic resources er librarians the other people who work with e content what training and skills are needed the managing of e resources and what the
proliferation of online information means for the future of libraries respected experts provide a timely broad based analysis of the impact of the
digital age on the profession libraries and the people in libraries who manage the information electronic resources librarianship and management of
digital information emerging professional roles is a concise and informative signpost on the way the library profession has responded to the advent of
the digital information age this revealing volume explores where these professionals have gained their knowledge and skills what initiatives they have
undertaken and made manifest how do or don t e resources fit in the scope of the traditional work that is performed in an academic library and the latest
issues encountered with the new format the text is extensively referenced includes figures to illustrate concepts and tables to clearly present data
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topics discussed in electronic resources librarianship and management of digital information emerging professional roles include essential and preferred
characteristics of electronic resources librarian the evolution of er librarians duties the role of er librarian in hybrid collections research on how
well schools train er librarians providing access to users with disabilities er librarian role in corporate libraries altering workflows to accommodate
the new electronic information format in academic libraries a comparison of the natures of print based and online resources and the cataloging
maintenance and access issues a review of the resources and tools that license practitioners use issues involving effective collaboration formal
usability testing challenges in making the transition to digital factors affecting the handling of usage data the government printing office s
dissemination of electronic government information and more electronic resources librarianship and management of digital information emerging
professional roles is a valuable resource for librarians administrators educators and students considering this aspect of librarianship as a profession
The Psychology of Librarianship 2015 get the foundational knowledge about health sciences librarianship the general term health sciences libraries covers
a wide range of areas beyond medical libraries such as biomedical nursing allied health pharmacy and others introduction to health sciences librarianship
provides a sound foundation to all aspects of these types of libraries to students and librarians new to the field this helpful guide provides a helpful
overview of the health care environment technical services public services management issues academic health sciences hospital libraries health
informatics evidence based practice and more this text provides crucial information every beginning and practicing health sciences librarian needs all in
one volume introduction to health sciences librarianship presents some of the most respected librarians and educators in the field each discussing
important aspects of librarianship including technical services public services administration special services and special collections this
comprehensive volume provides all types of librarians with helpful general practical and theoretical knowledge about this profession the book s unique a
day in the life of feature describes typical days of health sciences librarians working in special areas such as reference or consumer health and offers
anyone new to the field a revealing look at what a regular workday is like the text is packed with useful figures screen captures tables and references
topics discussed in introduction to health sciences librarianship include overview of health sciences libraries health environment collection development
of journals books and electronic resources organization of health information access services information services and information retrieval information
literacy health informatics management of academic health sciences libraries management and issues in hospital libraries library space planning
specialized services introduction to health sciences librarianship provides essential information for health sciences librarians medical librarians
beginning and intermediate level health sciences medical librarians and any health sciences librarian wishing to review the field this crucial volume
belongs in every academic health sciences library hospital library specialized health library biomedical library and academic library
The Librarian at Play 2019-12-11 the international federation of library associations and institutions ifla is the leading international body
representing the interests of library and information services and their users it is the global voice of the information profession the series ifla
publications deals with many of the means through which libraries information centres and information professionals worldwide can formulate their goals
exert their influence as a group protect their interests and find solutions to global problems
The New Librarianship Field Guide 2016-05-06 this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1921 edition excerpt chapter ii the technical and administrative
work of a library the work of any library falls naturally into two parts the first of these may be referred to as the technical work of the library it is
concerned with the preparation of printed and other literary matter for use the second of these may be referred to as the social special or personal work
of the library it is concerned with the actual use of the library materials and information resources clearly before materials can be used they must be
organized for use a knowledge of the mechanics of librarianship is fundamental to effective work in any library for the capable assistant familiarity
with the underlying aspects of library science and practice is advisable for the library executive it is indispensable an intimate understanding of the
mechanics of engineering is assumed in the engineer so a thorough knowledge of the mechanics of librarianship is to be expected of the true librarian the
technical work of a library covers such activities as book selection ordering accessioning classification cataloging indexing and filing while practice
in different libraries may vary the principles upon which the technical work of the library rests are fairly well determined in the past development of
the collections of a library was a somewhat haphazard process number of volumes was a dominant consideration conditions to day are different and as time
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goes on it may be safely assumed that greater attention will have to be paid to the selection and ordering of library material it is quite evident that
the printing press plays a very prominent part in our daily life it must also be apparent that the amount of printed matter that is continually being
turned out by the
The Creed of a Librarian 1962 in 2014 author and photographer kyle cassidy published a photo essay on slate com called this is what a librarian looks
like a montage of portraits and a tribute to librarians since then cassidy has made it his mission to remind us of how essential librarians and libraries
are to our communities his subjects are men and women of all ages backgrounds and personal style from pink hair and leather jackets to button downs and
blazers in short not necessarily what one thinks a librarian looks like the nearly 220 librarians photographed also share their personal thoughts on what
it means to be a librarian this is what a librarian looks like also includes original essay by some of our most beloved writers journalists and
commentators including neil gaiman george r r martin nancy pearl cory doctorow paula poundstone amanda palmer peter sagal jeff vandermeer john scalzi
sara farizan amy dickinson and others cassidy also profiles a handful of especially influential librarians and libraries
Electronic Resources Librarianship and Management of Digital Information 2013-10-18 this report provides association of college and research libraries
acrl leaders and the academic community with a clear view of the current state of the literature on value of libraries within an institutional context
suggestions for immediate next steps in the demonstration of academic library value and a research agenda for articulating academic library value its
focus is to help librarians understand based on professional literature the current answer to the question how does the library advance the missions of
the institution this report is also of interest to higher educational professionals external to libraries including senior leaders administrators faculty
and student affairs professionals
Introduction to Health Sciences Librarianship 2013-01-11 an excellent career resource for library administrators and a useful text to prepare future
administrators for the tumultuous changes they will face as their libraries move toward the twenty first century discusses the modification and
transformation of the goals purposes and functions of libraries
The Ethics of Librarianship 2012-10-25 globally libraries are the backbones of the institutions in which they exist irrespective of whether they are in a
developed country or a developing country ideally no school should operate without one different types of libraries provide various kinds of information
to a range of people this collection of articles will attract the attention of education authorities education policy makers subject teachers teacher
librarians academics students and parents young adults can also obtain information here concerning career or vocational guidance this book promotes the
use of libraries in students learning and quality of education
Training for Librarianship; Library Work As a Career 2013-09 librarianship deals with the principals and practices of library operation and its
administration as well as with the process of storing and transfering information the present encyclopaedia brings to the user the latest methods of
librarianship from throughout the world in precise and compact articles it is the only such comprehensive work on the subject available in the world and
will be found quite useful in creating a lively library environment better equipped staff trained and motivated personnel improved library managers and
better information dispensers
Rethinking the Library in the Information Age 1988 lifelong learning in public libraries demonstrates that public librarians can promote learning by
combining the elements of information literacy instruction ili with traditional practices of public libraries this approach contributes to the
information enfranchisement of patrons and enhances the fulfillment of the traditional goals and purposes of libraries donna l gilton provides background
on ili and current developments in public library instruction and also examines educational theories and practices derived from the fields of behaviorism
cognitive psychology constructivism and educational humanism additional chapters delve into practices developed to deal with diverse groups and translate
the theories and practices that have been outlined into a well coordinated plan the final chapters survey the role of libraries as cultural institutions
this book introduces the field of ili to public librarians in the context of their own traditions and shows the unique ways that ili can be implemented
in public library settings it encourages librarians to rethink practices to incorporate the principles of ili and will enable public librarians to extend
and enrich their instruction on information use lifelong learning in public libraries is a valuable resource for librarians educators and leaders of
public organizations
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